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ABSTRACT
k.

Theoretical calculations and measurements show t_e
presence of strong octupole correlations tn the ground states
and low-lying states of odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei in the Ra-
Pe region. Evtdence for octupole correlations ts provlded by
the observation of parity doublets and reductions in M1
matrix elements, decoupllng parameters, and Corlolls matrix
elements involving htgh-j states. Enhancement of E1
transition rates has also been observed for some of the
octupole deformed nuclei. The most convincing argument for
octupole deformation ts provided by the similarities of the
reduced alpha decay rates to the two members of parity
doublets.

1. Introduction

Soon after the collective model [1,2] of the nuc]eus was established, low-
lying K = 0 rotational bands with spin-parity sequence 1-, 3-, 5- .... were
identified [3,4] tn even-even Ra and Th nuclei in high-resolution alpha
spectroscopic measurements. Stnce the energtes (-300 keY) of these bands were
much lower than the energies of the two-quasi-particle states (-1.0 HeV), these
bands were interpreted as octupole vibrations about a spheroidal equilibrium
shape. Ever since the d]scovery of the octupole vibrations, suggestions have
been made [5,6] concerning the posslbt]lty of permanent octupole deformation In
nuclei.

The octupole vibration or octupole deformation In nuclei ts produced by the
long-range octupole-octupole interaction between nucleons. The octupole
correlations depend on the matrix elements of Y_ between single-particle states
wtth kj = _L = 3 near the Fermt surface and the spacing between them.
Calculations of shell model states show that for nuclei with Z~88, the Fermi
surface ltes between the f7/2 and t13/2 orbttals and for N-134 nuclei, the Fermi
surface lies between the g9/2 and J15/2 states. Since nuclei wtth these nucleon
numbers are deformed, the maximumoctupole deformation will be spread over
several nucleon numbers. Flgure 1 shows the dependence of octupole collectivity
on neutron number. The excitation energy of the K,I f = 0,1- state Is decreasing
wlth the decrease tn the neutron number and becomes the lowest at N=136,
suggesting maximum octupole correlations tn 226Th. The hindrance factors for
the alpha decays to Th nuclei are also shown In the figure and these correlate
ntcely wlth the octupole collectivity.

Calculations [7] show that the gain In the btndtng energy due to octupole
deformation ls much smaller (~1.0 HeY) than the gatn tn the binding energy (~10
HeY) when a spherical nucleus becomes quadrupole defonne]. The amount ot:
octupole correlations In nuclei can be estimated from the spacings of poslttve
and negative partty levels. The shapes and the potential energy dlagrams [8-10]
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Fig. Z. Excltatlon energles of low-lylng states In even-even Th Isotopes, Also
shownare a-decay hlndrance factors to the K,Zf = O,Z- states In Th.

assoclated wlth them are shownIn Fig, 2. The sltuatlon in Fig. 2a, whlch
applles to heavy actlnldes, occurs when the nucleus has a spheroldal equ111brlum
shape In the ground state and has a K_ = O- vlbratlonal band at -1,0 HeV. The
other 11=It (FIg, 2c) Is achleved whenthe nucleus has P3 defomatlon In Its
ground state and there Is an Inflnlte barrler between the reflectlon asymmetrlc
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Ftg. 2. Plots of potential energy against P3 deformation and level spectra for
three axially symmetric shapes. The left panel represents a rlgtd
reflection synwnetrlcspheroidal nucleus. The rlght panel showsa rtgtd
pear-shaped nucleus, which ls reflection asymmetric. The mtddle panel
showsa soft pear-shaped nucleus wlth P2-0.15 andP3 -0.09.
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shape and tts mirror linage. Such a nucleus has permanent octupole deformation
and ts cowletely stable against a tunneling transition to Its mtrror image.
The rotational levels of these nuclei are expected to be quite similar to those
of well studted levels of asymmetric molecules. The third possible shape,
displayed In Fig. 2b, ls Intermediate between these two ltmtts, where a ftnlte
barrier extsts between the reflection asymmetric shape and its mirror linage and
tunneling motion ls possible between these two shapes. The rotational level
sequences for these three shapesare included tn Ftg. 2.

Unlike quadrupole deformation, which can be deducedfrom measured
quadrupole moments, octupole deformation ts difficult to determine from direct
measurements. In general, level sequencesof rotational bandsprovide evidence
for octupole deformation. The signature of octupole deformation tn even-even
nuclei ts the presence of a rotational band of ln).erleaved positive and negattve
parity levels. In odd-massand odd-oddnuclei, the signature of octupole
deformation ls a partty doublet. A parity doublet ts defined as a pair of
states with the same spin, opposite parities, and a large B(E3) value between
them. Experimentally, properties characteristic of large octupole-octupole
correlations were discovered soon after their prediction tn both odd-massnuclei
at low spins [11,12] and In even-even nuclei at high spins [13,14]. These
include appropriate energy level sequences, enhancedEI transition rates, and
enhancementtn alpha decay rates to opposite parlty bands tn the daughter
nuclei. In the present article we will discuss experimental data which provide
evidence for large octupole correlations In the ground and low-lying states of
odd-massand odd-odd nuclei in the Ra-Pa region.

2. Theoretl ca10evelopment

The earliest calculations on the single parttcle states for acttnlde nuclei
with octupole deformation were carried out by Chasman[15] and Leander and
Sheltne [16]. The presence of large octupole correlatlc_ns was indicated by
earlier calculations which provided a better explanation [17] of the excited 0+
state In 234U and improved [18] the agreement between measuredand calculated
atomic massesfor nuclei In A-222 region. The calculation In ref. 15 used
microscopic many-bodyapproach where the Hamlltonlan lncluded quadrupole-
quadrupole and octupole-octupole interaction. These calculations predicted
parity doublets in several odd-proton and odd-neutron nuclet which have larger
B(E3) values than the values encountered In the neighboring even-even nuclet.
The single-particle spectra of odd-proton nuclei calculated In ref. 15 are
displayed in Fig. 3.

The methodof ref. 16 was a Nllsson-Strutlnsky type calculation where the
potential Included _3 deformation. It was found that the Inclusion of _3 = 0.09
tn the potential reproduced most of th( observed properties of octupole deformed
nuclel. In this model all doublets should have the sameP3 deformation and the
two membersof the doublets should have equal matrix elements with appropriate
signs. Onthe other hand, in the microscopic model different doublets can have
different P3 values, as shownin Flg. 3, and also there Is no constraint on the
matrix elements. Recently, shell correction type calculations with a Woods-
Saxonaverage potential [19] have been carried out but these do not provide any
better agreement with experimental data.

Someof the properties of the octupole deformed nuclel have also been
explained by a multtphonon octupole model [20] whtch uses axially symmetric
equtllbrtum shape.
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Flg. 3. Low-lylngprotonslngle-partlclestatescalculatedwlth a microscopic
many-bodyapproach[15]. Statesare denotedby Kr quantumnumbers. The
numbersbesidethe arrowsrepresentintrinsicB(E3)values.

3. Experimental Evldence -

As pointed out In the previous sectlon, the slgnature of octupole
defor_tlon In even-even nuclel Is the presence of the ground rotatlona] band
wlth level sequence0+ I-, 2+, 3-, ... No nucleus In the perlodlc table has
been observed with th1_ level sequenceindicating that no even-even nucleus is
octupole deformed In Its ground state. However, the energy of the K,I r = O,1-
state In someRa and Th nuclel becomesvery low (-0.25 MeV) suggesting large
octupole-octupole correlations. Experimental data and calculations showthat
the octupole correlatlon may increase when an odd particle Is added to these
even-even nuclei or the even-even nuc]eus undergoes rotation. In the followlng
sections we present experimental evidence for large octupole octupole
correlations In odd-mass and odd-odd Ra, Ac and Pa nuclei. Addltlonal detalls
on octupole deformation can be found In ref. 21.

$.1. Energy Leue/e

In the ftftles and slxttes, large amountof information was gathered on
energy levels of odd-massRa, Ac, Th and Pa nuclei but the observed levels could
not be understood In terms of the Ntlsson model of the axially symmetric nucleus
which was extremely successful tn explaining the structure of heavier acttntde
nuclet. Inclusion of octupole deformation In the potential changed the ordering
of Nllsson stngle partlcle states and provtded a natural explanation of the
observed ground state sptns [22]. The level structures of 223Ra [23], 225Ra
[24-27], 223Ac [28,2g], 225Ac [30,31], ZZlAc [12,32], 22gPa [11,33] and 224Ac
[34,35] are found to be tn better agreement wtth the results of calculations
using octupole deformation In the potential than the results of a reflection
symetrtc mode],



$.2. Deeouplino parameter

The K - 1/2 bands arising from t13/2 and J15/2 o_tta]s have very large
decoup]tng parameters, a. The 1/2 pro{:on orblta| tn _/Ac ls expected to be
predominantly 1/2+[660] configuration with a - -5.0 and the 1/2- neutron state
tn Ra Isotopes are expected to have predominantly 1/2-[770] single-particle
component with a - -7.0. Expertmenta] ]eve] energies gtve much smiler values
of a. Thts can be understood |n terms of the mtxtng of thes_ states wtth
oppostte parity ]ow-j states through the octupole term. As the data In table 1
show, the expertaenta] values are tn much better agreement with the calculations
ustng a reflection asymtetrtc shape (with P3 -0.1) than the values calculated
wlth a reflection symmetric Bode].

Table 1. Decoupling parameter

Nucleus State Decoupltng parameter
Experimental Theory (P3-O) Theory (_3-0.1) Theory

(Microscopic)

227Ac 1/2- -2.01 -1.8 -3.0 -1.75
1/2 + +4.56 +5.9 +3.0 +4.95

225Ra 1/2 + +1.54 -0.68 for 1/2+[631] +2.5 ---
-4.5 FOR 1/2+[640]

-2.59 -7.79 FOR 1/2-[770] -2.5 ---

223Ra 1/2 + +1.35
-2.00

8.8. Coriolia matrix element

It ls well known that single-particle states artslng from the proton 113/2
she]] state and the neutron J15/2 she]] state have large Corto]ts matrix
elements. The matrix elements between single-particle states have been
calculated for axially symmetric acttnlde nuclel [36]. These matrix elements
are reduced because of the palr occupation probabilities. The experimental
energles of levels In bands In 245Am [37,38] and 225Ac, whtch originate from the
t13/2 she]] orbit are displayed in Flq. 4. Favored alpha transition proceeds
from the 7/2+[633] ground state of 249Bk to the 327-keV ]eve] In 245Amwtth a
hindrance factor of 1.4. The mixing of the 7/2+[633] state with the I - 7/2
member of the 5/2+[642] band Increases the alpha decay rate to the 19.2-keV
]eve]. Similarly, Corto]ts mlxtng enhances the alpha decay rate to the I=5/2
memberof the 3/2+[651] band. The spacing between the Interacting levels in
245Amls much larger (300 keV) than the spacing of 100 keV In 225Ac. The fact
that the relatlve alpha rates are larger in 245Am than In 225Ac and the lower
band Is more compressed In 245Am than In 225Ac clearly shows that the Corlolls
matrix element Is smaller In 225Ac th_n In 245Am. As shown in table 2, the
deduced Corlolls matrix elements are I_ better agreementwlth the value
calculated wlth a reflection asymmetr1,:model wlth P3 = 0.1 than the value
obtained with P3 = O.
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Ftg, 4, Energy levels in 245Am[37] and 225Ac [31],

Table 2. Corlolts matrtx elements

Nucleus states Matrixelement

Exp. Theo.with P3 = 0 Theo.wlth P3 = 0.I

225Ac 3/2+,5/2 + 0.9 -4.0 +0.6
3/2-,5/2- 0.6 -1.0 -0.6

8.4. El transition ra_ea

Soonafterthe observationof propertlescharacteristicof octupole
deformationIn odd-massnuclei,enhancementIn El transltlonratesover the
typicalEl ratesIn mldactlnldenuclelwas discovered[3g]. The B(EI)valuesIn
odd-massNp and Am nucleiare between10-4 to 10-7 Welsskopfunits. In nuclel
whichdlsplayoctupoledeformation,the B(EI)valuesare 10-3 to 10-2 W.u..
Ratesfor El transitionsin odd-massRa and heaviernucleiare displayedIn Flg.
5. The nucleiwhichdisplaycharacteristicsof octupoledeformationhave, In
general,higherB(EI)values. El transitionratesare difficultto calculate
and so far have not beencalculatedfor odd-massand odd-oddnuclei.

8.5. Alpha decay ratea

Alphadecayratesprovideone of the best meansof deducingthe
relationshipbetweenthe wavefunctionsof the parentgroundstateand the levels
populatedIn the daughternucleus. The reduceda decayrate is fastestfor the
transitioninvolvingthe sameconfigurationIn the parentand the daughter
nucleus. Such transitionsoccurbetweenthe groundstatesof even-evennuclei
and In odd-massand odd-oddnucleiwhen the unpairednucleonoccupiesthe same
orbitalIn the parentand the daughter. Thesetransitionsare calledfavored
transitionsand have hindrancefactor(HF)closeto unity. The hindrancefactor
Is definedas the ratioof the experimentalpartialhalf-llfeto a levelto the
half-llfecalculatedwlth the spln-lndependenttheoryof Preston[40].
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denotes the experimental 7-ray transition probabilities and TW.u. refers
to Wetsskopf single-particle untts.

In the octupole deformation ltatt, the two membersof a partty doublet are
different projections from the same Intrinsic state of broken reflection
symmetry. Hencethe hindrance factors for alpha transitions to the two members
of a partty doublet should be almost equal. Slnce the Intensities of strong
peaks can be more reltably measured, Intensities of favored = transitions and =
transitions to the opposite parity memberof the doublet, given in table 3, can
be used to assess octupole collectivity In a nucleus.

Table 3. Alpha decay hindrance factor

Parent Parent Statein daughter Hindrancefactor
nucleus state

227pa, 5/2 + 5/2+ 2.5
5/2- 7.0

229pa, 5/2 + 5/2+ 1.8
5/2- 7.5

227Th 1/2+ 1/2+ 6.1
1/2- 15

228pa (3+) (3+) 12
(3-) zo
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b

The hindrance factors to the opposite-parity members of the parity cloublets
relative to that of the favored decay In 223Ac, 225Ac and 224Ac are 2.8, 4.2 and
2.0, respectively. From the hindrance factors to the rotational members of a
band one can deduce the hindrance factors for £ - 0 and £ - 1 partial waves.
Also, centrifugal barrier increases the hindrance factor. To obtain the a-decay
matrix elements, the hindrance factors for £ - 1 transitions should be reduced

[41] by a factor Pg-/Po whtch ls 0.77 tn 225Ac and neighboring nuclei. We ftndreduced hindrance factors for _. 1 partial waves for 223Ac, 224Ac and 225Ac as
1.2, 2.2 and 1.0, respectively. These numbers are relative _o the hindrance
factors for £ - 0 alpha transitions and clearly indicate tha_ the alpha-decay
matrix elements to the opposite parity members are almost equal to that of the
favored transitions. This ts exactly what ts expected for an octupole deformed
nucleus. In the absence of octupole deformation these numbers should be In the
10-100 range [38].

4. ConcI ust on

Although no direct evidence has been obtained for the existence of nuclet
with permanent octupole deformation, matrix elements have been deduced from
experimental data which clearly demonstrate large octupole correlations In the
ground states of 223Ac, 224Ac 225Ac and 229pa. Parity doublets with very small
splitting energies have been observed tn these nuclet. Very large B(E1) values
have been measured between the membersof the doublets tn these nuclet which
provide another evidence for the octupole defomatlon. Ftnally, Corlolls matrix
elements and reduced alpha decay rates have been deduced which show that the
wavefuncttons of the two membersof the parity doublet are almost identical.
This Is the strongest evidence for octupole deformation tn these nuclei.
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